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Abstract

Most implementations of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solutions require a discretisation or meshing of the solution domain.
The production from a medical image of a computationally efficient mesh representing the structures of interest can be time consuming
and labour-intensive, and remains a major bottleneck in the clinical application of CFD. This paper presents a method for deriving a
patient-specific mesh from a medical image. The method uses volumetric registration of a pseudo-image, produced from an idealised
template mesh, with the medical image. The registration algorithm used is robust and computationally efficient. The accuracy of the
new algorithm is measured in terms of the distance between a registered surface and a known surface, for image data derived from casts
of the lumen of two different vessels. The true surface is identified by laser profiling. The average distance between the surface points
measured by the laser profiler and the surface of the mapped mesh is better than 0.2 mm. For the images analysed, the new algorithm
is shown to be 2–3 times more accurate than a standard published algorithm based on maximising normalised mutual information.
Computation times are �18 times faster for the new algorithm than the standard algorithm. Examples of the use of the algorithm on
two clinical examples are also given. The registration methodology lends itself immediately to the construction of dynamic mesh models
in which vessel wall motion is obtained directly using registration.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is increasingly recognized that there is strong correla-
tion between haemodynamic parameters such as wall shear
stress and the state of health of the vasculature. Direct
visualisation of flow in 3D is difficult in the clinical
environment, particularly on the requisite length scales.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) permits the compu-
tation of detailed flow fields given appropriate boundary
conditions. Most implementations of CFD solutions
require a discretisation or meshing of the fluid domain.
The production from a medical image of an appropriate
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mesh for CFD remains a major bottleneck in the clinical
application of CFD. The quality of the CFD solution
depends on the mesh. One critical property is the density
of the mesh and how this density varies throughout the
mesh. Another is how geometrically regular the mesh ele-
ments are. In general, in the context of a patient-specific
simulation, it is necessary to start from a segmented image,
and the segmentation process is often non-trivial and some-
times labour-intensive. Sophisticated mesh generation tools
are available, often supported within commercial CFD
suites, but the whole procedure needs to be streamlined
and automated as far as is possible if patient-specific
CFD is to become viable in clinical practice. One of the
advantages of the method proposed in this paper is that
segmentation can be achieved automatically as part of
the image registration process.
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This paper describes the application of a novel image
registration algorithm, based on the concepts of optical
flow but with the addition of a new method for dealing
with amplitude differences between images, which
facilitates the construction of computational meshes of
patient-specific vasculature from a template mesh. A pri-
mary advantage of the image registration algorithm
described in this paper is that of speed. Section 2 briefly
describes the image registration algorithm, how a reference
image is constructed from the template mesh and how
image registration is used to produce a patient-specific
mesh from the template. Section 3 explains the methodol-
ogy used to validate the algorithm, the comparison of the
surfaces generated from images of phantoms of the vascu-
lature with measurements made by laser profiling. Section
4 presents and discusses the results, including comparison
with a widely accepted registration algorithm based on an
information theoretic cost function (Normalised Mutual
Information, NMI). Section 5 demonstrates use on real
data. Section 6 draws conclusions about the usefulness of
this approach to segmentation and meshing. More details
of the registration algorithm are given in Appendix.

This paper does not discuss in detail how the template
mesh might be produced, but the important fact is that this
needs be done only once. There is an inherent assumption
in the current approach that the fundamental characteris-
tics of the template mesh (such as an increase in mesh den-
sity in areas of high velocity or pressure gradients and the
quality of the individual mesh elements) are preserved
under the mapping operations derived from the image reg-
istration. Theoretical considerations based on the smooth-
ness of the mappings and actual assessment of mesh quality
suggest that this assumption is generally justified.

1.1. Automatic generation of patient-specific CFD meshes

Steinman and Taylor (2005) and Steinman (2002) pres-
ent reviews of patient-specific simulations of the vascula-
ture. There are two broad approaches to the creation of
a patient-specific model. The first is to segment the image,
identify the vessel and then mesh. Examples of this
approach include those presented by Antiga et al. (2003),
Cebral et al. (2002) and Cebral et al. (2005). In each case
a degree of manual intervention is required.

An alternative approach, closer to the methods pro-
posed in this paper, is to deform a model already based
on a mesh to fit the vessel. Baghdadi et al. (2005) adopt this
approach to deform a template surface mesh produced
from a baseline study to monitor changes of the vascula-
ture in follow-up studies. After a manual alignment step
to improve robustness, virtual forces computed from image
gradients are used to register the template surface to the
vessel surface. A smoothing operation is carried out, and
a volume mesh is produced by standard methods. Wolters
et al. (2005) segment the abdominal aorta by inflating a
tubular template model aligned with the vessel centreline
to fit the previously segmented surface (represented as a
triangular surface mesh), preserving mesh quality by
smoothing.

1.2. Image registration

The methodology described in this paper is based on
image registration. Zitova and Flusser (2003) give a com-
prehensive review of the principles of image registration.
Maintz and Viergever (1998) and Hill et al. (2001) concen-
trate on rigid or affine registration of medical images.
Lester and Arridge (1999) and Crum et al. (2004) focus
on non-linear registration. Although most studies have
focused on the brain, there is increasing interest in non-lin-
ear registration for other organs, often in the context of
motion correction (McLeish et al., 2002; Rohlfing et al.,
2004; Slomka et al., 2004). The principal practical issue is
how the mapping which achieves registration of the images
can be derived. The general approach is to define a cost
function which will take some extreme value when the
images are in registration. For example, if corresponding
points on two images are defined by landmarks or other
extracted features e.g. Maintz et al. (1996) and in the spe-
cific context of vasculature Aylward et al. (2003), then
the cost function would be based on how well these points
match after registration.

Many approaches to registration use a cost function
based on voxel intensities, several of which have been
proposed. The simplest, the sum of the square of the
differences of voxel intensity (SSD) assumes that when
the images are registered the value of this cost function
(ignoring noise) is zero. Only a few types of images can
be reliably registered using unmodified SSD. If the SSD
cannot be reduced to zero, i.e. there are significant differ-
ences in voxel intensity between the two images at corre-
sponding anatomical points, then minimising the SSD
may not produce the best registration. Cost functions
based on information theory (Viola and Wells, 1995; Col-
lignon et al., 1995) appear to provide a solution to the
problem of differing intensities, and have been used suc-
cessfully to register images from different modalities,
which SSD cannot do. Pluim et al. (2003) reviewed the
use of mutual information based cost functions in medical
image registration. Pluim et al. (2004) investigated the
performance of a variety of information theoretic related
cost functions, of which normalised mutual information
(NMI) is one.

The registration mapping is a function which defines the
position of corresponding voxels in the images being regis-
tered. Generally, mappings are defined by a combination of
parameters and basis functions, where the parameters are
the coefficients of the basis functions in the mapping. The
basis functions can be global (Friston et al., 1995; Barber
et al., 1995) or local (Barber, 1999; Vemuri et al., 1998).
For non-linear mappings the resolution of the mapping
can in principle go down to the level of the voxel dimen-
sions (Stefanescu et al., 2004). The registration mapping
is computed by minimising (or maximising) the cost
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function with respect to the parameters. The speed of
registration is largely dependent on the efficiency of this
process. For general cost functions the minimum is invari-
ably found using a function minimisation (maximisation)
algorithm and these approaches can be computationally
costly (Crum et al., 2004), largely because the cost function
has to be evaluated many times. Improvements in speed
may be obtained through parallel implementations
(Stefanescu et al., 2004). In some circumstances degenerate,
singular or non-unique mappings are produced; one
approach which has shown promise in dealing with this
problem is to model the deformation as a fluid flow prob-
lem driven by image derived forces. The physical model
ensures that the mapping behaves properly. D’Agostino
et al. (2003) derived a formulation of this approach using
mutual information.

The computational cost is important; long registration
times may make use impractical in the clinical environ-
ment. A computationally efficient algorithm based on ‘opti-
cal flow’ (Horn and Schunck, 1981) has been proposed
(Barber, 1992; Barber et al., 1995; Barber, 1999; Hayton
et al., 1999; Dougherty et al., 1999). This method can be
formulated in terms of a SSD cost function. A significant
limitation of the original optical flow concept, that inten-
sity values of points in the image did not change as the
images moved, was relaxed by Gennert and Negahdaripour
(1987). Extending the cost function to cope with differences
in intensity between the images being registered can help to
overcome the fact that the SSD cost function can be sensi-
tive to such differences. An example of the use of an earlier
version of the algorithm described in the current paper for
correcting image motion is given by Froh et al. (2006) and
Martel et al. (2007).

2. Methodology

There are four principal steps in the generation of a
patient-specific mesh using the template approach pro-
posed in this paper. These are

� Building the reference mesh.
� Building the reference image.
� Registering the patient image to the reference image.
� Mapping the reference mesh to the patient image.

Template models were constructed from geometric
primitives, and meshes were produced using ANSYS. Four
examples are described and three illustrated (Figs. 1a, 7a
and 9a).

A binary image v is formed from the template model
(Fig. 1a) with voxel values of unity inside the lumen.
Inspection of the image of an actual vessel (e.g. Fig. 2b)
provides a representative value for image intensity values
outside (B) and inside the vessel (V). If b is an image of
identical size to v with all intensity values set to unity then

r ¼ ðb� vÞ � Bþ v � V
is an idealised model of the vessel. To complete the model r

is convolved with a kernel representing the point spread
function of the imaging system. The image derived from
the mesh in Fig. 1a is given in Fig. 1b. This image is the ref-
erence image. The use of an intensity model during regis-
tration (Eqs. (4) and (A.2)) means that the values of B
and V do not need to be precise. The width of the point
spread function of the imaging system may be known a pri-

ori or can be estimated from the vessel image.
Registration based on optical flow has been proposed as

an efficient approach to mono-modal image registration.
An object described by an image (g(x,y,z, t)) moves
through space in a time interval from t to t + Dt and

gðxþ Dx; y þ Dy; zþ Dz; t þ DtÞ ¼ gðx; y; z; tÞ ð1Þ
and, provided the displacements Dx, Dy, Dz, Dt are small,
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The image at point t, x, y, z, is identified with the target
(fixed) image, called here f(x, y, z) and the image at t + D
t, x + Dx, y + Dy, z + Dz is identified with the source
(moved) image, called here m(x,y,z).

Eq. (2) becomes (with f(x,y,z) replaced by f etc.)
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To register the two images the spatially varying displace-
ment or mapping functions (Dx(x,y,z),Dy(x,y,z),D
z(x,y,z)) have to be found for every point in space. In this
form the solution of the equation is under-determined with
respect to the displacement functions, but with suitable
parameterisation of these functions and regularization of
the solution the displacement functions can be determined
from the image data.

The use of the sum of squared intensity differences
(SSD) as a cost function allows an efficient algorithm to
be developed. It is known that the SSD cost function can
be unfavourably sensitive to differences in intensity
between the two images which still exist after registration.
However, in this paper the SSD methodology is modified
by the addition of an intensity term. Eq. (3) becomes
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As well as Dx(x,y,z), Dy(x,y,z), Dz(x,y,z) the additional
functions Da(x,y,z), Db(x,y,z) have to be computed, but
addition of these terms allows f and m to differ in intensity
at corresponding points. Details are given in Appendix.
The use of this intensity model is new.



Fig. 1. (a) The model mesh constructed for the carotid model. (b) The simulated image derived from this mesh.
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The mapping derived from this registration is applied to
the nodes of the reference mesh to map it to the patient
image. A mapping is defined as a set of functions

u ¼ uðx; y; zÞ; v ¼ vðx; y; zÞ; w ¼ wðx; y; zÞ ð5Þ
where (x,y,z) are the co-ordinates of a point in the space of
the target image (in this case the template model image)
and (u,v,w) are the co-ordinates of the equivalent point
in the space of the source image (in this case the patient
image). If a set of points (in this case the nodes of the mesh)
are defined in the (x,y,z) target space their equivalent posi-
tions in (u,v,w) source space (the space of the image being
meshed) can be directly computed from the above equa-
tions. Directly applying these functions to the mesh nodes
generates the mapped positions of these mesh nodes in the
space of the image being meshed i.e. a mapped mesh as
required.

It would be possible to apply the mapping only to the
surfaces of the mesh, and then to generate the volume mesh
using an appropriate meshing algorithm. There are two
drawbacks to this approach. The first is that the operator
has to have access to and training in the use of the meshing
tools. The second is that the volume template mesh can be
optimised by a specialist (and this can be manually inten-
sive), and provided the distortions are not too great this
optimisation can be carried to the patient mesh. In the
examples presented in this paper the template mesh is pro-
duced using an idealised, parameterised model of the vessel
anatomy constructed from simple geometric primitives, for
which good meshes can be produced automatically, but
this is not critical to the method.

3. Validation

3.1. Experimental data

Dental material casts (3M ESPE Garant II Dental
Impression Media, 3M-ESPE, St Paul, MN, USA) of the
lumen of two vessels, one from a bovine carotid artery
bifurcation and one from a human aorta at the junction
with the superior mesenteric artery, were prepared. The
casts were supported by taut suspension in a supporting
frame. The models were imaged using a 3D MR sequence.
A ‘gold standard’ characterization of their geometry was
provided by a laser surface-profiling system, which gener-
ated a representation of the vessel surface as a cloud of
points. Fig. 2 shows three representations of the bovine
carotid cast.



Fig. 2. (a) A cast of a bovine carotid artery bifurcation, (b) MR cross section through the bovine carotid model and (c) surface reconstruction based on
points defined by the laser profiling system.
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Fig. 1a shows a template mesh model for the bovine car-
otid bifurcation and Fig. 1b the reference image con-
structed from this model. The values of B = 100 and
V = 2 are used to form the image. The Point Spread Func-
tion was modeled as a Gaussian with full width half max-
imum of 1 mm. The human aorta cast was also prepared in
the same way and a geometric model mesh constructed for
this vessel.

The voxel dimensions in the MR images were 0.488 mm
in all directions. The cropped carotid images were of voxel
dimensions 64 · 64 · 132, the aorta images 96 · 96 · 112.
In order to assess the accuracy of the mapped mesh it needs
to be compared to the gold standard measurement pro-
duced by the laser profiling system. However, a precursor
to this is that the profiling data is registered to the image
data. This is achieved in the following manner. An empty
image of the same dimensions as the MR image is con-
structed. The co-ordinates of each profile point are used
to identify a voxel in this image and increment its value
by one. A slice through the resulting image is shown in
Fig. 3b. The image is then smoothed with a Gaussian filter
to simulate the physical resolution of the MR imaging sys-
tem (approximately 1 mm). The absolute gradient of the
MR image of the vessel is computed. A slice through this
image is shown in Fig. 3a. These two images (e.g. Fig. 3a
and b) are registered using a rigid mapping. This mapping
preserves the relative positions of the profile points. A slice
through the registered images are shown in Fig. 3c.
3.2. Accuracy of registration

The MR image of the physical model (Fig. 2b) was
registered to the image derived from the geometric model
image (Fig. 1b) and the mapping used to map the nodes
of the geometric mesh back to the image as outlined in
Section 2. Fig. 4 shows the registered mesh. Fig. 5 shows
similar data for the aorta model. The distance between
each profile point and the nearest point on the surface of
the mesh was computed. Average (dmean) values of this
measure in millimetres were computed from these distance
values.

3.3. Registration parameters

The parameters of the mapping functions are defined
at the nodes of a cubic grid superimposed on the destina-
tion image. Values of the mapping function between these
points are obtained by trilinear interpolation. The spacing
D between the nodes is a user chosen parameter. The
registration algorithm is controlled by two parameters,
D and a smoothing parameter lambda (k). D sets a fixed
lower limit to the resolution of the registration mapping.
For a given node spacing the smoothing parameter k con-
trols the rate at which the mapping can change with posi-
tion, but does not set an absolute limit on the way the
mapping function changes with position; if the image data
supports it any mapping is allowed within the limits set by



Fig. 3. (a) The absolute gradient of the MR image (b) the surface points converted to a smoothed image (c) the images registered using a rigid registration.

Fig. 4. The registered mesh for the carotid model. The colouring shows
the distance between the surface points and the mesh in millimetres. The
node spacing is 4 and the value of lambda is 16. dmean is 0.175 mm.

Fig. 5. The registered mesh for the aorta model. The colouring shows the
distance between the surface points and the mesh in millimetres. The node
spacing is 4 and the value of lambda is 16. dmean is 0.184 mm.
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the node spacing. An obvious approach to selecting
parameters is to set the node spacing as small as possible
and then adjust the value of k to an optimum value. How-
ever, computation time is very dependent on the number
of nodes used and so there are clear advantages in keep-
ing D as large as possible. For the images used in this
paper the overall computation time for D = 2 is of the
order of a minute, so there were no significant penalties
in using this node spacing. A node spacing of 2 voxel
dimensions is the smallest allowed in the implementation
used here. For the model meshes the average value of
the spacing between mesh nodes for the aorta is
1.32 mm (2.7 voxel dimensions) and for the carotid artery
is 1.17 mm (2.4 voxel dimensions). The physical resolution
of the MR images (FWHM) is of the order of 2 voxel
dimensions. Results are presented for D = 2 and 4, with
a range of values of k, and dmean is reported for each
combination.

The methodology proposed here would in principle
work with any reliable registration algorithm. Currently
information theoretic cost functions represent the state-
of-art approach to registration because they are robust
against differences in the images, including images from dif-
ferent modalities. However, they are computationally
intensive. The algorithm of Rueckert et al. (1999) was also
used to register the images and values of dmean and mutual
information computed. The computation times were also
recorded.

3.4. Mesh quality

The proposed method is to be used to produce patient-
specific meshes. An important consideration for CFD is
that of mesh quality. The computational stability and accu-
racy of the CFD calculation is compromised if the elements
are too distorted. One measure of the regularity of a tetra-
hedron is the generalised aspect ratio (GAR). This is
defined as the ratio of the cube of the average length of
the six edges of the tetrahedron to its volume, normalised
so that a regular tetrahedron has a value of unity. The
GAR increases in value as the tetrahedron becomes more
distorted. The maximum value of the generalised aspect
ratio (MGAR) is taken as a measure of mesh quality rather
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than an average value because, even if most values of the
GAR are close to unity, a few elements with large GAR
can significantly compromise the accuracy of flow calcula-
tions. The template meshes generated for this work were
optimised by the generation software (ANSYS). After a
mesh has been mapped, the GAR for each tetrahedron in
the mesh can be calculated. For the template meshes the
values of MGAR were 3.16 for the carotid mesh and
2.67 for the aorta mesh. Determination of MGAR after
mapping can identify any serious degradation of the qual-
ity of the mesh.

3.5. Model parameters

The conversion of the reference mesh to the reference
image requires several parameters to be specified. These
are the amplitude of the image inside the vessel, the
amplitude of the parameters outside the vessel, and the
width of the point-spread-function (PSF). The use of an
intensity model in the registration algorithm should make
registration insensitive to the exact values of the first two
parameters. However, choice of the point-spread-function
may have an effect on the registration. In order to inves-
tigate the sensitivity of the registration to the model
parameters the parameters of the carotid model were
changed about the reference parameters and dmean calcu-
lated as previously. Three PSF were used; no convolution
(i.e. the binary image without convolution with the PSF),
one convolution with the PSF and 4 passes of the PSF
(effectively doubling the width of the PSF). For the refer-
ence carotid data V = 2 and B = 100. Models with V =
10, 15, 25, 50 were constructed and registration performed
with and without the intensity model included. D= 4 and
k = 32 were used for these calculations.
Fig. 6. Values of dmean plotted against lambda (k) for both carotid and
aorta data for values of node spacing (D) equal to 2 and 4.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. D and k

Fig. 6 shows values of dmean for D = 2 and 4 and for a
variety of k for both sets of model data. Some selected
results are tabulated in Table 1 (SSD). The results given
in Fig. 6 and Table 1 suggest that, for the model data at
least, the exact choice of D and k is not critical. It is worth
recalling that the resolution of the MR images is �1 mm
and the voxel dimension is 0.488 mm. The values of dmean

are of the order of 30–40% of the voxel dimensions and
20% of the resolution of the MR image. This table also
shows values of the maximum generalised aspect ratio
(MGAR). The MGAR is increased by mapping the mesh
but generally does not appear to be degraded unacceptably
for these data sets. The worst case shown in Table 1 is that
of the aorta data, D = 2, k = 16 where the value of MGAR
is 10.28 compared to an unmapped value of 2.67. The data
does not show completely consistent behaviour with
respect to the value of node spacing. The aorta data shows
a small decrease in dmean as D goes from 4 to 2, whereas the
reverse happens for the carotid data. However, the overall
differences are small and presumably reflect idiosyncratic
features of these particular data sets. In practice choosing
between D = 4 and D = 2 has negligible effect on the qual-
ity of the registration for this data. Although with this data
acceptable values of MGAR were obtained, it is clear that
if MGAR became too large or elements collapsed, larger
values of D or k could deal with this problem.

The optimal value of k is therefore not clear. As the
value of k is decreased the mapping will become less
smooth and the mapping less stable. Too large a k will
result in a mapping which may be too smooth to allow
the reference mesh to fit the patient data. For the model
an optimum value of k might be one which minimizes the
value of dmean, but the change in dmean for different k is
small and no clear optimum value can be identified, indeed
all values give similar values of dmean.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the distribution of the distances from
the surface points defined by laser profiling to the surface
of the mesh. The regions on the image of Fig. 5 where
the distance between the surface and the mesh exceeded
1 mm were caused by defects on the cast which were too
small to be reliably followed by the mesh, i.e. the size
was below the resolution of the mesh.

4.2. Normalised mutual information

Table 1 also shows the values for Rueckert’s NMI based
algorithm (Rueckert et al., 1999). It was not possible to
match the smoothing parameter used in this algorithm to
that used in the SSD algorithm described in this paper.
However, the values of dmean were significantly worse for
all images than for the algorithm described in this paper.
For the carotid data the values of MGAR were generally
acceptable. In the case of the aorta data the mesh collapsed



Table 1
Values of dmean, maximum generalised aspect ratio (MGAR) and mutual information MI for two values of node spacing (D) and various values of lambda
(k) or the smoothing parameter

Proposed method (SSD) Carotid Aorta

D k dmean (mm) MGAR Unmapped value 3.16 dmean (mm) MGAR Unmapped value 2.67

4 96 0.180 4.22 0.204 3.71
4 80 0.178 4.12 0.199 3.76
4 64 0.177 4.00 0.194 3.77
4 48 0.176 3.85 0.189 3.88
4 32 0.175 3.63 0.184 4.08
4 16 0.175 4.00 0.180 4.74
2 96 0.183 7.53 0.170 5.85
2 80 0.183 7.22 0.170 6.06
2 64 0.184 6.67 0.170 6.29
2 48 0.185 4.90 0.169 7.15
2 32 0.186 4.60 0.167 7.98
2 16 0.187 5.02 0.163 10.28

Rueckert’s method (NMI) Carotid Aorta

D Smoothing parameter dmean (mm) MGAR Unmapped value 3.16 dmean (mm) MGAR Unmapped value 2.67

4 0.01 0.578 3.57 0.416 –
4 0.001 0.649 3.45 0.429 –
4 0.0 0.518 3.61 0.407 –
2 0.01 0.568 5.86 0.390 –
2 0.001 0.645 5.00 0.370 –
2 0.0 0.509 5.00 0.378 –

Table 3
Values of dmean and the maximum generalised aspect ratio (MGAR) as a
function of vessel image intensity values (V)

V intensity model on dmean MGAR

10 0.175 3.63
15 0.176 3.64
25 0.175 3.88
50 0.174 4.30

V intensity model off dmean MGAR

10 0.208 3.72
15 0.234 3.93
25 0.278 5.55
50 0.420 –
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at some points (detected as a change in sign of the GAR)
which meant that MGAR had no useful meaning and so
no values are shown. The mesh would have been unaccept-
able for computational use.

No significant attempt was made to optimize parameter-
ization of Rueckert’s algorithm with respect to smoothing
the mapping and it may be that better results could be
obtained if this were done.

4.3. Model parameters

Table 2 shows the effect on dmean of varying the width of
the PSF. For this data the best value of dmean is given by a
PSF of zero width, but the differences are small for the
three cases shown. MGAR is best for the model PSF value
used in the body of this paper.

Table 3 shows the values of dmean for various values of V

for a PSF width of 1. With the intensity model switched on
(first 4 rows) dmean is very insensitive to the exact value of
V. MGAR increases with V = 50 relative to the values for
other V. With the intensity model switched off (last 4 rows)
the value of dmean and MGAR do rise significantly. Indeed
for V = 50 the mesh contains collapsed elements. With the
Table 2
Values of dmean and the maximum generalised aspect ratio (MGAR) as a
function of the point spread function (PSF)

PSF relative width dmean MGAR

0 0.174 3.69
1 0.175 3.63
2 0.177 3.97
intensity model switched on the accuracy of registration is
not affected significantly by the parameters of the reference
model. Reasonable estimates of V (and B) can be obtained
from the patient image if required, but the above results do
suggest that generic values would be quite acceptable, since
these values need only be relative.

4.4. Computation times

Table 4 shows computation times for the current algo-
rithm and Ruecket’s algorithm. For operational reasons,
the current algorithm was run on a Dell 2 GHz PC,
whereas Rueckert’s algorithm was run on a SGI Altix
350 system (Intel Itanium two processors at 1.5 GHz with
14 GB of shared memory). Benchmark computations
showed that the Dell PC ran five times faster than the Altix
350, so computation times of the latter have been scaled to



Fig. 7. (a) The geometric aortic arch mesh (b) the mesh fitted to a vessel
at systole (blue) and diastole(red).

Table 4
Execution times in seconds for the sum of squared distances (SSD) algorithm and the normalised mutual information (NMI) algorithm

Carotid MI SSD Aorta MI SSD Aortic Arch MI SSD

4 192 14 4 892 25 4 217 10
2 319 37 2 1400 87 2 227 33
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be compatible with the former. The computation times are
clearly dependent on the value of D, which is to be
expected. Averaged over the timing data, the current
method is 18 times faster than Rueckert’s method. The
timing data recorded for the aortic arch data described in
Section 5 is not included in this average as Rueckert’s algo-
rithm failed for this data. However, the timings are not
inconsistent with the timings from the carotid and aorta
data.

With the data used in this paper, the current algorithm
was 2–3 times more accurate and 18 times faster.

Although the results show that high geometric accuracy
can be achieved, in fact these values are probably conserva-
tive. The rigid registration used to initially match the laser
profiling data to the MR image assumed that the shape of
the vessel when being image in the MR system was identi-
cal to the shape of vessel when being imaged in air in the
laser profiling system. Any distortion between these two
cases, or any distortion derived from the MR system will
not have been corrected for by the rigid registration.

5. Clinical study

A complete analysis of blood flow should include the
temporal variation of flow within the cardiac cycle. The
vessel will change shape as flow and pressure change in
the vessel and a full analysis would need to model both
flow and the mechanical behaviour of the vessel walls. Such
an analysis, though technically possible, will require
patient-specific knowledge of the mechanical properties of
the vessel wall tissue and this may not be available. If the
wall motion can be measured from gated images collected
throughout the cardiac cycle then vessel wall behaviour
can be included as a boundary condition. The methodology
presented in this paper allows such an analysis. Once the
mesh has been mapped to one of the images in the gated
sequence, image registration of this image to the other
images in the sequence can be used to map the mesh to
the other images.

A patient image is generally more complex that the
model images used above. To show that the model based
approach can work with real image data the following sec-
tion shows the method applied to a real patient image. Fol-
lowing the methodology above, the mesh is then registered
to all the images in the gated sequence. No validation of
accuracy other than visual is attempted on this single data
set.

A gated MR sequence was used to collect 7 images of
the aortic arch through a cardiac cycle. Details of this
sequence are not important for the current paper. A mesh
of a model aorta (Fig. 7a) was constructed. From measure-
ments of the average image intensities in and outside the
actual aorta a simple image model was constructed from
this aortic mesh. The point spread funcion of the imaging
system was modeled by a Gaussian function. A composite
patient image was constructed by registering each image in
the temporal sequence in turn to the first image in the
sequence and then averaging the registered images. This
produced an image with reduced noise compared to the
individual images in the sequence. This image was then reg-
istered to the reference model image and the derived map-
ping used to map the model mesh back to the averaged
patient image. For registration, node spacings (D) of 4
and 2 were used. Mappings were calculated for a range
of values of lambda and the MGAR calculated for these
mappings. Table 5 shows these values. For this mesh the
average spacing between nodes was 1.03 voxel dimensions
so a value of D = 2 seems appropriate to use. As an addi-
tional measure of registration, the mutual information
(MI) between the reference model image and the clinical
image, was calculated over a region spanning the vessel
and immediate surroundings but excluding the ends of
the model. The values of MI are shown in Table 5. There
is a small variation of MI with D and k with a maximum



Table 5
Values of the maximum generalised aspect ratio (MGAR) and the mutual information (MI) tabulated against node spacing (D) and values of lambda (k)
or smoothing parameter for the aortic arch data

Proposed method (SSD) Clinical example

D k MGAR Unmapped value 5.1 Mutual information

4 96 6.41 0.772
4 80 6.44 0.777
4 64 6.47 0.780
4 48 6.52 0.780
4 32 6.56 0.780
4 16 6.55 0.782
2 96 7.15 0.783
2 80 7.23 0.786
2 64 7.36 0.785
2 48 7.57 0.782
2 32 7.63 0.780
2 16 8.01 0.774

Rueckert’s method (NMI) Clinical example

4 0.01 26.4213 0.164
4 0.001 – 0.151
4 0 – 0.087
2 0.01 102.2942 0.172
2 0.001 – 0.152
2 0 – 0.088
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at D = 2 and k = 80. However, it is clear that this value
only varies slowly with D and k suggesting again that the
registration of the images is only weakly dependent on
these parameters.

Although it is not possible to provide a measure of the
accuracy of this mapping, surface contours derived from
Fig. 8. A boundary derived from the mapped mesh superimposed on a
section through the aorta.
the fitted mesh (D = 2, k = 80) were displayed on the
summed image (Fig. 8). The fit is seen to be good. The
banded appearance of the image is an artifact of data
acquisition and needs to be eliminated before such images
can be used for accurate flow analysis.

Table 5 also gives the results for Rueckert’s (NMI)
method. Unfortunately this algorithm failed to register
the image to the model, so these values are fairly meaning-
less as are the computation times given in Table 4. The ref-
erence (model) image is much simpler than the image being
meshed, but this did not appear to seriously affect the qual-
ity of the registration for the SSD algorithm. A reasonable
starting position is required, but this was achieved by man-
ually aligning the model approximately to the vessel, a sim-
ple procedure which did not have to be particularly precise
and only involved translation and rotation.

The shape of the aorta changes through the cardiac
cycle. To map the mesh through the cycle each image in
the sequence was mapped to the average image and the
mapping used to take the mapped mesh to the individual
image. Fig. 7b shows the mesh for the systolic image (blue)
superimposed on the diastolic mesh (red). Dempere-Marco
et al. (2006) have applied a similar methodology to images
of intracranial aneurysms in order to measure wall motion,
so that details of motion could be incorporated into a CFD
analysis. However, in their work the image registration was
confined to 2D images.

An application of the algorithm to time-series data col-
lected over the cardiac cycle in the context of the haemody-
namics of the superior mesenteric artery is described by
Jeays et al. (2006). Jeays reports statistics on mesh quality
as the artery deforms over the cardiac cycle, and proceeds
to analyse in detail the haemodynamics and in particular
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the wall shear stress distributions. Fig. 9a illustrates the
template mesh of the superior mesenteric close to the bifur-
cation, including a cross section of the mesh, taken from
Jeays et al., together with the patient-specific mesh derived
from this mesh at a point in the cardiac cycle. Qualitatively
the mesh pattern within the vessel, with higher resolution
close to the wall and coarser resolution at the centre, and
the quality of the mesh around the bifurcation, is
maintained.
Fig. 9. (a) A template mesh for the superior mesenteric artery, constructed
using a geometric model. (b) The template mesh mapped onto the vessel of
a patient.
6. Discussion and conclusions

A registration algorithm based on the concepts of optical
flow has been developed which allows the registration of
idealised geometric meshes of anatomy to patient images,
so generating patient-specific meshes. In the present work
the emphasis has been on the construction of meshes for
flow computation in blood vessels, and the accuracy of this
application has been validated using physical models of
blood vessels. Elsewhere the use of this approach for con-
structing finite-element models of the knee (Barber and
Hose, 2005) and patient-specific CFD models (Jones et al.,
2004) has been demonstrated but the accuracy of these mod-
els has not yet been fully established. In that case the aim
was to provide models to predict mechanical motion of
the knee pre-and post surgery. The data presented in this
paper suggests that construction of patient-specific finite-
element meshes using the methodology described in this
paper is perfectly feasible and accurate. The average accu-
racy (<0.2 mm) is significantly smaller than the physical res-
olution of the imaging system (�1 mm) and smaller than the
voxel size (0.488 mm). Although accuracy is demonstrated
for a vascular application the methodology is not restricted
to this application. Unlike other approaches to the genera-
tion of patient-specific meshes the method does not require
the specific segmentation of the vessel, nor does it require ad

hoc methods for mapping a pre-prepared mesh to the vessel,
nor does it require surface or volume mesh generation on a
patient-specific basis. The core of the current approach is to
use the methodology of image registration to cover all the
tasks required for creating patient-specific meshes, given a
pre-defined model mesh. Optimum mesh generation can
often require intervention by a specialist to ensure that local
mesh densities are appropriately chosen. Using an optimised
template mesh allows such specialist knowledge to be incor-
porated in a patient-specific mesh. Although generation of
an optimum template mesh may take some time, it only
needs to be done once, and can then be applied to many clin-
ical examinations.

Although only touched upon here, generation of meshes
by registration is particularly appropriate for dynamic
sequences of images, such as the MR example described
in Section 5. Once the template mesh has been fitted to
one of the images in the sequence, or to an average image,
mapping this mesh to the individual images in the sequence
is straightforward. The algorithm described here is ideal for
registering such images since the anatomy of the images in
the sequence is fixed and the image intensities vary mini-
mally. The quality of the CFD solutions computed on
the meshes will of course depend on the quality of the
images, how well they are sampled in time and whether
the images are distorted by the imaging process, but these
considerations are outside the scope of this paper; the qual-
ity of the final results will always depend on the quality of
the images provided.

How complete does the model have to be? The CFD
solution for a given vascular region depends on specifying
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boundary conditions, e.g. pressure at the inflow and out-
flow points. Ideally all inflow and outflow apertures should
be incorporated in the model. If significant vessels are left
out then the CFD solution will be compromised. However,
because the time taken to construct the template model is
not a limiting factor in the use of this approach there is
no need to compromise on the complexity of the model
and so all significant structures can be included. Clearly,
vessels of size smaller than the mesh element, which sets
a limit to the detail in the model, cannot be usefully
included in the CFD. Similarly, vessels not visualized by
the imaging system cannot be reliably included in the
patient-specific mesh. If inclusion of these vessels is critical
then an accurate CFD solution will be difficult to produce.
These considerations should not detract from the fact that
when it is possible to construct a complete template
this can then be made patient specific by the proposed
approach.

There may be significant anatomical variations between
patients which make provision of a single template mesh,
optimal for all patients, difficult. The solution is fairly obvi-
ous; a library of templates representing anatomical variants
is generated and for any individual patient the appropriate
template is selected. How this selection is made is less clear.
One direct approach is to fit each of the template meshes to
the patient data in turn and use a measure of mesh quality,
such as value the maximum generalised aspect ratio after
fitting, to select the best mesh. This could be time consum-
ing if a large number of templates are required but it is pos-
sible that this preliminary fitting need not be done at full
image resolution which would result in significant compu-
tational acceleration. This will be the subject of future
research.

The registration algorithm is based on a SSD cost func-
tion. However, an intensity model has been added which
allows idealised images to be registered to physical model
image data, where accuracy has been shown to be high,
and also to patient data. Although used and validated in
the present work for patient-specific mesh generation, the
algorithm clearly has uses elsewhere, for example in motion
correction. Indeed in the present work the patient aortic
arch image was constructed by registering and averaging
images derived throughout the cardiac cycle, and the mesh
mapped back onto the individual gated images using the
registration algorithm. Although the added intensity model
allows the images being registered to differ in detail, this
algorithm does not work with images from different modal-
ities. In the applications proposed this is not a limitation.
The mesh models used and the images derived from them
were simple and can be made more realistic by the addition
of more anatomical detail, which almost certainly will
improve the robustness of the registration.

This paper has shown that it is possible to map an opti-
mised template CFD mesh to a patient image to produce a
patient-specific mesh with good accuracy using image reg-
istration. The registration is fast. Although it might be
argued that increases in computer speed will allow signifi-
cant reduction of computation times, the fact of the matter
is that algorithms are only likely to be used clinically on a
routine basis if execution times can be reduced to the order
of minutes. For modest sized images, registration time with
the current algorithm is measured in tens of seconds. For
larger images registration time does increase (see Appendix
for details) but is still within useful clinical limits.
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Appendix. The registration algorithm
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This Equation gives a linear relationship between the differ-
ences between image intensity values and the mapping
functions required to map one image to the other. If m
was indeed a moved version of f then the image values
would be identical after registration. For images from,
for example, different patients, or in the present case where
one image is a model image, even if m is correctly registered
to f the value of f at each point is different to the value of m.
This is a well known weakness of using a cost function
based on differences in image intensity to drive registration
and has led to concerns about the use of intensity differ-
ences as the cost function in image registration.

Eq. (A.1) does hold for binary images. These are images
in which the voxel values are either 1 or 0. Provided the
topology of two binary images are identical then one-to-
one mappings exist which exactly map such images to each
other. For a given pair of binary images many such map-
pings will exist, but of all these mappings one will be
smoothest and in the present work this is taken to be the
significant mapping.

The limitations of using a cost function based on differ-
ences in intensity are circumvented by converting the
images being registered to binary form. Under these cir-
cumstances the assumptions behind the optical flow formu-
lation are met and a registration algorithm based on Eq.
(A.1) becomes appropriate. Any intensity image can be
converted to a binary image by increasing its dimensional-
ity by one. A 2D intensity image f(x,y) can be represented
as a surface in 3D, z = f(x,y), and from this an image
fb(x,y,z) derived such that points below the surface have
value 1 and points above the surface have value 0. In the
intensity direction (z in this case) as z increases from 0 there
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is only one point (z = f(x,y)) at which the intensity changes
from 1 to 0. fb(x,y,z) is a binary image but is not a general
binary image. It has a single change from 0 to 1 in the z
direction and is a single continuous segment which con-
tains no holes. Similarly a 3D intensity image f(x,y,z)
can be transformed to a 4D binary image fb(x,y,z, s) where
s is the intensity dimension. Eq. (A.1) is now written
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What was a 3D problem has now been converted to a 4D
problem, which looks like a step backwards. However, as
noted above fb is not a completely general binary image.
In the above formulation D x and the other displacements
are functions of x,y,z and s, but given the the particular
form of the binary images it is appropriate to make Dx,
Dy, and Dz independent of s. One further constraint is to
model how Ds varies with s. The simplest approach is to
make Ds independent of s. However a more general ap-
proach is to model Ds as

Ds ¼ sDaþ Db

Then
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Integrating all terms over s gives
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f and m are now the original 3D intensity images. As before
Dx, Dy, Dz, Da and Db are non-unique. However, as before,
the solution which returns maximally smooth values of
these functions is the preferred solution.

The last Eq. (A.2) shows that intensity differences may
be used as a measure of the fit of two images provided that
a spatially varying intensity term is included. This result
could have been constructed in an ad hoc manner. The
above analysis shows that in fact it is a direct consequence
of converting the images to binary form via dimensional
extension, plus some additional restrictions on the form
of the mapping. This extension to the optical flow model
does not appear to have been previously developed.

One of these equations is available for every voxel. How-
ever, at each voxel there is a five element vector, so the set of
equations represented by Eq. (A.2) is very under-deter-
mined. The rank of the problem is reduced by expanding
the functions Dx etc in terms of a set of basis functions. In
order to preserve the ability of the mapping to deal with
local deformations it seems appropriate to use local basis
functions. The present work uses trilinear basis functions
centered on the nodes of a regular cubic grid placed across
the image. Then for the ith basis function /i(x,y,z), centered
at the node with co-ordinates xi,yi,zi
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Eq. (A.2) is then expanded as
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or more compactly,
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where gx ¼ of
oxþ om

ox with similar expressions for y and z,
ga = �(f + m) and gb = �2.

The last Equation can be written in matrix notation as

f �m ¼ atT

where the rows of T are made up of combinations of /i and
gj. As is well known, if there are more Equations than un-
knowns then the solution a is that which minimizes the
SSD between f and m+atT i.e. the original and registered
images.

The resolution of the mapping is defined by the spacing
between nodes, D. The values of the ai. are the values of the
mapping function at the nodes of the grid. For large D the
set of Equations defined by Eq. (A.3) becomes reasonably
posed. However, the mapping is not able to deal well with
mapping details significantly finer in dimensions than D. If
D is small then Eq. (A.3) becomes ill-posed. A further con-
straint which can be applied is to impose smoothness on
the mappings. The methodology for doing this is to con-
struct a cost function

JðaÞ ¼ 1

2
ðMðm; aÞ � fÞtðMðm; aÞ � fÞ þ katLtLa

where a is a vector of the displacement values, f and m are
the target (fixed) and source (moved) images in vector
form, M(m;a) is the image m mapped with the mapping
function defined by a and L is a discrete second derivative
(Laplacian) operator. The second term on the RHS is the
sum of the square of the Laplacian of the values of the
mapping function at the grid node points. The smoother
the mapping the smaller the value of this term. The smaller
the value of the first term the closer the registered source
image is to the fixed image. These two terms generally
move in opposition to each other. The relative importance
of the terms is provided by the parameter k.

Given a starting value of a, the value of Da, the change
in a required to increment a to the correct value (i.e. the
value which minimizes J) can be shown to be

Da ¼ TtTþ kLtL½ ��1ðTtðf �Mðm; aÞÞ � kLtLaÞ ðA:4Þ
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provided Da is small. If m is almost registered to f then this
single step would be sufficient to register the two images. In
this case the initial value of a would be zero and the term
kLtLa would also be zero. This is not true for subsequent
iterations as a is updated. The term k LtLa acts to stiffen
the mapping. An alternative approach is to treat each iter-
ation as the first iteration for the purposes of calculating
Da, i.e. to set kLtLa to zero for every iteration. The
smoothness of the mapping is then solely controlled by
the curvature term in ½TtTþ kLtL�. This works well and
is the approach used in this work.

One iteration is not sufficient to obtain the correct value
of a because the displacements are generally not small.
However, a correct a can be computed iteratively. At each
stage M(m;a) is calculated by applying the current a to the
original image m. This avoids an accumulation of interpo-
lation errors. The result of Eq. (A.4), Da, is added to the
current value of a to produce an updated value of a. The
matrix ½TtTþ kLtL� is sparse and Eq. (A.4) can be effi-
ciently solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient
descent algorithm. This makes determination of the map-
ping function quick compared to registration based on
information theoretic cost functions, typically by an order
of magnitude.

The relationship between image size and computation
time depends additively on the time taken to construct
the matrix TtT, which rises linearly with the number of
voxels, and the time taken to solve Eq. (A.4), which rises
at least linearly with the number of nodes, and the number
of iterations required to converge on a final Da. Various
acceleration strategies are possible but have not been used
in this work and will not be described here.

Although it is only valid for registering images from the
same modality, the inclusion of an intensity term allows the
method to be used on images which differ to some degree.
In particular, this paper shows that one of the images can
be constructed from an anatomical model of the object of
interest which is then converted to an ‘image’ using a model
of the imaging system. In other words, one of the images in
the registration pair can be a synthetic image of the same
modality as the patient image.
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